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SUMMARY


The main issue of this research is doubt between religion and sexual orientation. When what people believe is not relevant with reality it is causing doubt. The purpose of this research is to analyze The God Box novel based on psychoanalytic approach. The researcher uses qualitative method. The researcher uses two data sources: primer and secondary. The primer data is The God Box novel written by Alex Sanchez. The secondary data is supporting data obtained from the theory of psychoanalytic books, and many articles from the internet associated to the novel. For the method of data collection, the researcher uses descriptive qualitative method. Based on this analysis, the researcher has taken some conclusions. This study shows that the problem faced by the main character was his doubt that was caused by his natural instinct(sexual orientation) that was not relevant with what he believed(religion). It can be proved by his obedience to his religion with his undeniable natural instinct of homosexual still in himself while his religion denied it.
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